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Political Responses to
Industrialization

Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your chains.

—Karl Marx Manifesto of the Communist Party (1848)

Essential Question: What responsesdid the problemsof industrialization
provoke in how people thought and governments
acted?

The word politics refers to all activities relating to government, including
therivalries among those who vie for power. Greek philosopherAristotle (384
B.C.E.-322 B.C.E.) declared, “Manisa political animal.”Aristotle recognized
thata stable, functioning government neededthe work of manycitizens.

In Europe’s rapidly growing industrialized societies, few people could
avoid the influence of political movements. These movements played an
enormousrolein public life amongall classes during the Industrial Revolution,
To paraphraseAristotle, man and woman truly provedto bepolitical animals.

The Emergence of New Ideologies
In response to the turmoil of the Industrial Revolution and the French
Revolution, Europeans explored many political theories and ideas of
government. Some supported absolute monarchies while others promoted
constitutional monarchies or republics. As the working class grew, people
explored varieties of socialism and communism, A few people argued that the
lack of any centralized government was the best system ofall. In general,
though,averagecitizens began taking on largerroles in public life than before.

Liberalism and the Rights of the Individual
One veryinfluential new theory was liberalism, the political philosophy that
emphasizesthe rights ofthe individual andthe idea thatthe governmentshould
have a limited role in the everyday lives ofcitizens. According to classical
liberal theory, anything not expressly forbidden by lawis allowed. Liberalism
wasintroduced in Englandin the 17th century by the philosopher John Locke,
whoadvocated the ideaofthe social contract, the theory that governments rule
only with the consentof the governed (see Chapter 10).
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Popular Sovereignty Locke’s work inspired a movement toward

popular sovereignty, a doctrine that the people, rather than just the monarch

or nobles, should hold the greatest, or sovereign, power in society. This idea

conflicted with reality in 19th-century Britain. Atthat time, most people could

notparticipate in government. TheBritish Parliamentconsisted oftwo houses.

The House of Lords was a group ofaristocratic men who inherited their

positions. The House of Commonsconsisted of commoners, those who had no

aristocratictitles or estates. Membersoftheir districts elected representatives

to the House of Commons. However, before 1832 only men over the age

of 21 who owned land worth a certain amount of money could vote. These

qualifications described less than 20 percent of the adult male population.

Reform Acts and Voting Rights As the middle class grew in the 19th

century, membersof it began to agitate for greater enfranchisement. They

argued, demonstrated, and sometimesrioted. In 1832, Parliament responded

by passing the Great Reform Act of 1832. This bill extended the vote to

some middle-class men who did not own property—those whopaid atleast

10 pounds (10£) a year in rent. As a result, about 20 percent of Britain’s adult

male citizens could vote. Theact favoredrural regions, as Conservatives feared

giving cities too much power. Over the following century, additional reform

bills would expandvotingrights to adults, including women (see Chapter 16).

 

  

  

This engraving by William Hogarth providesa lively look at the way elections

took place in the 18th century. To vote, a person had to announcein public

how they were voting. Theright-handsideof the image shows a campaigner

attempting to bribe a voter.

Credit: Getty Images
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Victory over the Corn Laws Asvoting rights spread, the middle class
beganto exercise its power by pressuring Parliamentto enact lawsfavorable to
middle-class interests. In 1839, Richard Cobden,a textile merchant and writer,
organized the Anti-Corn Law League, opposing hightaxes on imported wheat
andthe lawsthat regulated the wheattrade. (Recall that wheat also was known
as “corn”then.) The wheat taxes favored the British aristocrats who rented
their land to wheat farmers but raised the cost of wheat and wheat products
for urban dwellers. When crops in Englandfailed, the cost of imported wheat
remained high, leading to scarcity and foodriots.

Petitions were one ofthe main public-opiniontactics used by the Anti-Corn
Law Leagueto influence Parliament. A petition was a formal documentsigned
by citizens requesting lawmakers to take action on a certain issue. Petitioning
the government wasan old and populartradition in Britain dating back to
the 17th century. In 1843, the House of Commonsreceived approximately
34,000 petitions, most ofwhich concerned the Corn Laws. In 1846, the League
convinced British Prime Minster Peel to support the repeal of the Corn Laws,
representing a major victory for the middle class and helping increase the
powerof the House of Commons, whichrepresented the middle class.

Personal and Social Good Liberals argued that repeal of the Corn Laws
was an example of enlightened self-interest, the idea that a person can see
how acting for the goodofsociety also benefits himself or herself, The middle
class pushed for the repeal, butit also helped the poor and working classes by
making foodless expensive. The successfostered a coalition between middle-
class politicians and the working class.

Whig Party Mostliberal politicians belonged to Britain’s Whig Party.
Founded around 1688, the Whig Party promoted limited government. The
Whigs controlled Parliament when it passed the Great Reform Act of 1832
and whenit repealed the Corn Lawsin 1846. In 1859, the Whigs joined other
groupsto create Britain’s Liberal Party. Liberals believed in free trade, voting
rights, and social reforms—all of which they hoped would promote greater
stability and economicprosperity for all classes.

Jeremy Bentham and Utilitarianism One British philosopher who
contributed to the ideas later associated with liberalism and the Liberal Party
was Jeremy Bentham. Born in Londonin 1748, he studied law at Britain’s
prestigious Oxford University. After receiving his degree, he abandoned his
legal careerto travel, write, and promotesocial reform. His writing focused on
philosophy, politics, and economics.

In 1789, he published his first book, An Introduction to the Principals
of Morals and Legislation, outlining his “theory ofutility.” The goal ofall
laws, he declared, “must be the greatest happiness of the greatest number [of
people.]” Bentham thoughtthat the government should enact legislation that
promoted and protected the well-being of mostofthe population. The value of
everylaw,he believed, could be measured by how much goodit accomplished.

Bentham’s idea became known as utilitarianism. According to
utilitarianism, any action is “right” that promotes happiness or well-being for
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all those affected. Utilitarianism thus contradicted Christian teachings and

other ideas about ethics which held certain acts as inherently or always wrong.

Acting upon his utilitarianism, Bentham supported many causes.

Amongthese were prison reform, education for women, religious freedom,

and the humane treatment of animals. His ideas attracted many followers.

Utilitarianism gave birth to the concept of the “greater good,” which shaped

many 19th-century social reform movements.

John Stuart Mill and Liberalism Amongthoseinfluenced by Bentham’s

works wasthe politician and writer John Stuart Mill. His father believed he

could make Mill a genius through early, intense instruction. By the age of 8 he

could read and write in both Greek and Latin. By 12 he was adeptin algebra,

geometry, natural history, physics, economics, and astronomy. In his teens

Mill was reading works onutilitarianism andlaw.

However, by the age of 20 Mill’s studious upbringing had left him

severely depressed. He wanted to devote himself to social reform. For a year,

he desperately tried to understand how he could be happy in a world with so

muchinjustice. Reading the poetry of William Wordsworth, a writer inspired

by the beauty of nature, helped revive Mill’s spirits. He cameto believe that

everyone wasentitled to seek happiness as long as he or she did no harm to

others, in a condition he termed social liberty.

Mill joined the Liberal Party and was elected a MemberofParliament in

the House of Commons in 1865, becoming oneof Britain’s most influential

Liberal leaders. He worked to expand voting rights and to expose corrupt

governmentpractices. In addition, he supported free speech, equal rights for

women, and the abolition of slavery. His book, The Subjection of Women,

published in 1861, was the first work in the English language to assert that

womenshould have the samerights as men to vote, hold property, and pursue

professionalcareers. His other worksinclude Principals ofPolitical Economy,

On Liberty, and Considerations on Representative Government.

Mill often called himself a utilitarian who considered the greatest good

for the greatest number. However, he also believed that governments should

protect individualliberties, even from a democratic majority.

Chartism and the Working Class

Working-class people also were heavily involved in political movements.

In Britain, a working-class movement known as Chartism campaigned for

voting rights for all men regardless of wealth or property. The movement got

its name from a documentcalled the People’s Charter written by William

Lovett in 1839.

Lovett, a self-educated cabinetmaker, had become involved in radical

politics in London. His charter called for universal suffrage, by which he

meantallowingall mento vote regardless ofwealth.It also called for redrawing

voting districts, which gave extra representation to rural areas and reduced

representation from urban areas. Lovett and his followers sought to reform
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the poor laws and labor laws that they felt oppressed working people. The
Chartists organized mass meetings that drew thousands ofmen and women.

In 1842, the Chartists presented Parliament with a petition of between

2 million and 3 million signatures calling for political reforms. Parliament
ignored thepetition. Around the same time, Chartists also engaged in violent
clasheswith police, and many Chartist leaders were imprisoned. The movement
declined after 1850, but its influence continued in subsequent ideological
movements such as socialism and Marxism. Many reforms advocated by the
Chartists were eventually enactedin thelast half of the 19th century.

Flora Tristan One of the people inspired by the Chartists was Flora
Tristan. The child of an aristocratic Peruvian father and a French mother,
Tristan was a vocal advocate forthe rights ofworkers in general. She was one
of the early leaders in Europe in the fight to win the right of womento vote.

Conservatism and the Status Quo
In the 19th century, conservatism was a movement of people whobelieved
that governments were most stable when based on traditional sources of
powersuch as the monarchy, the church, and the army. They were suspicious
of mass movements and feared giving too much power to common people.

Conservatives worried that people with little education and little property
to protect might disrupt the economy and create social chaos. As a result,
conservatives believed that authority was best concentrated in the hands of
the upper classes. Change should happen slowly. It should not be pushed by
government,

One ofthe mostfundamentaldifferences between liberals and conservatives
concerned human nature. Conservatives focused on the imperfections of
humanity.In contrast,liberals were more optimistic that humans could improve
themselves and the world.

Leaders of Conservatism

Manyconservatives developed their ideology in response to the French
Revolution (1789-1799). They watchedin horroras a revolution thatstarted as
an attempt to reform a corrupt monarchydisintegrated into violence andcivil
war. They saw thedictatorial rule ofNapoleonasthe only way to restore order.
Events in France, conservatives insisted, demonstrated that mass movements

could not produceprogress. Distrust ofsuch movements wasoneofthe beliefs
developed by series of 19th century conservative thinkers.

Burke of Great Britain Born in Ireland in 1730, Edmund Burkeis

considered the father of modern British conservatism. In some ways, Burke
was a progressive. Like John Locke, he subscribed to the idea of a social
contract betweenrulers and the ruled. He believed that even the king should
obey the laws, a concept known as limited monarchy. He was sympathetic
to the American colonies and believed that Britain could have avoided the
American Revolution if the king had been more lenient andwilling to listen to
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the colonists’ complaints. Burke stopped short of advocating true democracy,

however. Hedid not believe most people were capable ofgoverning themselves.

In his book Reflections of the Revolution in France (1790), Burke argued
that traditional authority was part of a natural order that enabled humans

to flourish. Human society needed the structure imposed by a strong but

responsible government. Without such authority, people would inevitably

becomeselfish and violent. Freedom for the masses wouldlead only to civil

strife. In Burke’s view, respect for tradition and authority was the safeguard

against chaos. Burke’s vision of a well-regulated society underthe leadership

of a small group ofelite rulers was shared by other Europeanpoliticians.

Maistre of France Born in southeastern France in 1753, Joseph de

Maistre attended Catholic schools and became a Frenchpolitician and lawyer.

Initially, he supported the French Revolution. However, he quickly became

alarmed bythe violence andthe anti-clerical sentiments ofthe revolutionaries,

whobelieved the Catholic Church was too powerful. Maistre believed thatall
political authority should be based onreligious and moral teachings. After the

Revolution, he supported a return to monarchy and declaredthat only a strong

Christian leader could maintain social order in France.

Metternich of Austria One of the most powerful diplomats of the 19th

century, Klemens von Metternich descended froman aristocratic family. He

served as Austria’s minister of foreign affairs for four decades beginning in

1809. Metternich was alarmed byboth the French Revolution and Napoleon’s
rise to power. He opposed democracy because he believed that it would

weaken Europe and lead to costly revolutions and wars. Only a strong,

centralized government, he argued, could result in prosperity and peace. Such

a governmentcould beeffectively controlled only by a monarch.

Conservatives Reestablished Control

Though conservative in his political philosophy, Metternich had more
progressive ideas about international cooperation to promote peace. To build

internationalcoalitions, he organized congresses, or formal meetings, at which

European powers could discuss issues andsettle their differences.
The most important of these meeetings was the Congress of Vienna

in 1815, after the defeat of Napoleon. European leaders gathered under

Metternich’s leadership to try to end the centuries of war that had ravaged

the continent. Metternich’s plan was known as the Concert of Europe, a

movementby leaders to restore “legitimacy” and a “balance of power”to the

continentbased onthe principles of 19th-century conservatism:

° the right of monarchiesto rule

° the rights of landed aristocracies

> the needforan organizedreligion

° the dangerofliberal nationalist movements
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Congress ofVienna Preserves Conservatism Akey element ofpromoting

stability was to create a balance ofpower amongtherivalstates of Europe, with

no state strong enough to dominate all others. This required dividingterritory
in a waythat each state felt secure. Theterritorial provisions of the Congress of

Vienna included the following:

> Russia acquired most of Poland as well as Finland.

> Prussia acquired parts of many Germanstates.

o Austria acquired parts of some Germanstates and northern Italy.

° Great Britain’s control of colonies in Africa and Asia was confirmed.

> A new German Federation (37 states) replaced the Holy Roman Empire.

+ The Dutch Republic and the Austrian Netherlands (today’s Belgium)
were combined to form the Kingdom ofNetherlands.

+ The Kingdom of Sardinia was restored and given land in northern Italy.

+ The Kingdom ofSicily acquired Naples.

EUROPE AFTER THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA,1815
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While the Congress of Vienna reestablished conservative control in Europe
generally, it did not resolve all differences. Leaders tried to combatliberalism

and nationalismin their own state.

Austria Preserves Conservatism In 1819, just a few years after the

conclusionof the Congress of Vienna, a radical student organization murdered

a German dramatist. In response, Austria’s government issued the Carlsbad

Decrees, which were designed to suppressliberal and nationalist tendencies

within the German states. They banned nationalist organizations, expanded

press censorship, fired liberal university professors, and disbanded radical
student organizations. Despite the repressive decrees, German nationalism

grew stronger. The decrees were enforced until 1848.

Russia Maintains an Autocratic State In the early 19th century,

Russia remained one ofthe most conservative empires in Europe.Its rulers,

called tsars, continued to claim they ruled by divine right. The country had a

tural, agricultural economy. The tsars enforced strict censorship, suppressed

demands for constitutional reform, and defended serfdom. They relied on
the secret police to imprison or deport anyone suspected of dissent. With a

singular focus on preserving their authority, the tsars suppressed any change,

creating a stagnant empire.

France Attempts to Restore the Monarchy At the end of the Napoleonic

Wars, Europeans recognized the Bourbon Dynasty as the rightful rulers of

France. For several years, the restored monarchy was limited by a constitution.

However, in 1824, Charles X inherited the throne and ruled as an absolute

monarch. Charles X strengthened his power by compensating nobles who

hadlost land in the French Revolution as well as enforcing the death penalty
for those who stole from the Catholic Church. In addition, he dissolved the

legislature and enforced strict censorship, angering liberals within France.

Revolutionaries Battle the Status Quo

While monarchs wanted a return to conservative ideals, liberals and nationalists

in various nations sought to implementreformsin the early 19th century. Many
of these movements hadlittle successat first in their efforts to alter political

systems and borders.

Greek Independence Movement From 1821 to 1832, the Ottoman

Empire experienced a continuous rebellion by Greek citizens who desired

independence. The Ottoman Empire, a conservative monarchy, had ruled

Greece since the 15th century. While the Ottomans ruled with a measure of

religioustoleration, they required the Greeks to serve in the military and pay
additional taxes. Starting in the 1700s, more conservative Ottomanrulers, or

sultans, began ordering the destruction of ancient Greek temples andrelics.

In 1821, a Greek nationalist group established a small military force.

While initially defeated, the Greek cause later attracted the naval support

of Great Britain, France, and Russia. Each of these states was eager to
weaken the Ottomansfor their reasons. Russia, as always, wanted access to a
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warm-water port, while France and Great Britain were determined to thwart

Russian ambitions and acquire land for themselves. After a series ofbattles,

the coalition defeated the Ottoman Empire, which then recognized Greece as

an independentstate in 1832. The victory by the Greeks wasthe first of many

nationalist secession movements that would disrupt the balance of powerin
Eastern Europelater in the century.

Decembrists Revolt in Russia Near the end of 1825, Tsar Nicholas I

inherited the Russian throne. A secret society of Russian officers who had
served in the Napoleonic Wars and had been influencedby liberal ideals saw

the transition in rulers as a chanceto establish a representative government.

Known as the Decembrists, they and a few thousand soldiers attempted to

overthrow the newtsar. They were crushedin less than a month.In response,

the tsar intensified the Russian police state, further suppressing dissenters.

July Revolt in France In 1830, the French citizens became frustrated

by the autocratic policies of King Charles X. That summer, demonstrations

beganin the streets of Paris, and violence erupted. More than 500 citizens

and soldiers were killed in three days. In responseto the revolts and facing a
hostile Chamber of Deputies, Charles abdicated and fled to England.

A distant cousin of Charles, Louis-Philippe, assumed the throne. Seeing

what had happenedto his relative, he assumed the title of Louis-Philippe,

the “Citizen King.” Louis-Philippe reigned as a constitutional monarch and
extended civil liberties. Most importantly, he doubled the number of French

men with access to voting rights to 170,000, which still represented only 5

percent of the population. While the July Revolution did notcreate a republic,

it did move France from autocratic rule to a constitutional monarchy.

Nationalist Movement in Italy In the 1830s, the Italian peninsula was

divided politically among several kingdomsandcity-states, While some of

these were independent, others were controlled by France or Austria. In general,

they were monarchies or other forms of autocratic states. Culturally, the
peninsula was also divided, with people speaking various regional languages

that could be traced back to Latin, but which wereas different as French and

Spanish. Nationalist leaders such as Giuseppe Mazzini envisioned a region

free from foreign influence, united as a single state with a republican form of

government. However, Mazzini’s efforts to start revolutions and to unify the
region in the 1830s were unsuccessful.

Alternatives to Capitalism

Socialism is a political and economic system under which the means of

production—the ways people gather raw materials and manufacture goods—

are owned or controlled by society and used for the public good. Socialism
doesnot outlaw all private property, but it does promote regulations governing

the acquisition and distribution of property. Unlike capitalism, in a socialist

state, the economy is not governed primarily by the principle of supply and
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demand. The governmentis closely involvedin the production and distribution
of wealth. It might also promote social welfare and pass laws regarding health

care, education, housing, and employment.

Utopian Socialism

Modern socialism originated during the early 19th century when social

reformers tried to addressthe inequalities between workers and factory owners.

Someofthese reformers soughtto create an ideal, or utopian society.

The Ideals of Saint-Simon French writer and philosopher Henri Saint-

Simonfirst introduced the idea of utopian socialism in the early 19th century.

Saint-Simon was fascinated by science and engineering. He believed that

scientists and engineers, working together with businessmen, could transform

society for the better. Factories would become clean,efficient, beautiful places
to work, and all manufacturing would be devoted to creating things useful to

society. Saint-Simon was deeply religious and believed that his new society

would be based on the Christian ideals of brotherhood andcharity.
Though Saint-Simon never had the opportunity to put his ideas into

practice, his writing attracted a large following and became a majorinfluence

on socialism andsocial reform throughout Europe.

Intentional Communities Among Saint-Simon’s most active followers

were Charles Fourier ofFrance and Robert Owen ofBritain. Both advocated

the establishment of intentional communities—small societies governed by

the principles of utopian socialism. In these societies, all property would be

owned communally, and every aspect oflife, including work, education, and

leisure time, would be governed bytherules of the community.
Owenestablished a prototype for a utopian community in New Lanark,

England, around 1800. Heinstituted eight-hour daysin the community’s textile

mills, founded free public schools and daycarefor children, and opened store

that sold goods to workers at minimal cost. Though New Lanarkattracted a

great deal ofinterest, few people in Europe formed similar communities.
The United States, where land was cheaper, was morereceptive to Owen’s

ideas. Among the American communities founded on utopian socialism were

New Harmony,Indiana; Brook Farm, Massachusetts; and Oneida, New York.

The Scientific Socialism of Karl Marx

German-born historian and economist Karl Marx shared some ofthe goals of
the utopian socialists. However, he criticized them for failing to understand

how capitalism workedin practice. He wanted to develop a modelof socialism

that reflected the same systematic approachthat scientists used. Marx became

oneofthefirst close observers and critics of European capitalism. He and one

of his supporters, Friedrich Engels, summarized their ideas in Communist

Manifesto. Published in 1848, it was a short book written for a broad audience.
Marx’s more detailed analysis of the modern economy, Capital, formed the

basis of the body ofthought known as Marxism.
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Marx’s View of History Marx based his predictions for a revolution
on his study of the past. Mosthistorians of his time focused onpolitics or
religion. Unlike them, Marx emphasized the importance of technology. He
thought technology shaped economics, which then shaped politics and other
aspects ofculture. Thatis, he thought a society based on handmade goods and
horsepower would generate one type ofpolitical system. A society based on
large factories and steam engines would produce another.

Marx also saw history as an unending story ofclass struggle. He defined
a class byits relationship to how goods and services were produced. For
example, someclasses, such as slaves and peasants, performed physical labor.
Others, such as merchants and lawyers, did mental labor.

Since technology was constantly evolving, economics and politics were
always changing to catch up. This gap created contradictions in every social
system. Resolving them could be violent, but would always lead to a new
system. This change was inevitable. How it happened would be affected
by individual leaders and temporary conditions, but the underlying forces
were unstoppable. Their belief that history followed laws, just as physics or
chemistry did, became knownashistorical determinism.

Marx’s View of His Era Marx wasstruck by the sharp contradiction
between the impressive abundance capitalism produced and the dreadful
misery many workers lived in. While he often supported reforms advocated
by middle-class leaders, he saw them as weak efforts that failed to address
the roots of inequality. He thought that the working class, which he labeled
the proletariat, would gain class-consciousness, an awarenessoftheir place
in the socioeconomic structure and a recognition that theyall shared a similar
plight. The proletariat would then overthrow the middle-class industrialists
whoprofited from their labor, which he labeled the bourgeoisie.

The proletarian revolution would replace most privately ownedfactories,
banks, and businesses with ones owned collectively. This socialism would be
a step toward communism,in whichall property used to produce goods would
be ownedcollectively, and all classes would disappear.

Since Marx believed that revolutions would be led by the proletariat, they
would happenonly in wealthy,industrialized countries, such as those in Western
Europe. However, the developmentoflabor unions andsocial reforms reduced
the interest in revolution. The first major communist revolutions occurred in
tworelatively poor countries, Russia and China,in the 20th century.

The Evolution of Nationalism

Nationalism as it emerged in the early 1800s was a strong, emotional
attachmentto one’s ethnic or cultural group.In its emphasis on emotion,it was
a challengeto the focus on reason associated with the Enlightenment. It began
as a cultural movement, focusing onart, literature, and music. For example,
the Brothers Grimm collected folktales from German and other cultures to
bring out the richness and beauty ofthosetraditional cultures.
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REFORMERS FROMTHE LATE 18TH TO THE EARLY 20TH CENTURIES
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Ideas of cultural pride quickly took on political meanings as well. These

were expressed in many ways:

+ By emphasizing the culture of commonpeople, it becameassociated

with democracy. This wasa threat to the ruling monarchs of Europe.

° The focus on one’s own cultural group led each group to demandits

ownstate. This madeit a threat to break apart the multi-ethnic empires

based in Austria, Russia, and Turkey.

° Theinterestin culture also meantthat people who shared a culture but

not a state wanted to unite underonestate. Germans andItalians were

the largest examplesofpeople living divided among multiple states.

» The importance ofcultural unity gave leaders a waytoinstill a sense

of nationalism in people wholivedin their state but did not share their

culture. For example, when the Hungarians won independence from the

Austrians, they tried to make everyonein the new country—mostof

whom were not ethnically Hungarians—learn the Hungarian language.

In the 20th century, another type of more extreme form of nationalism

emerged.It contributed to the rise of dictatorial systems such as fascism in

Italy, Germany, and other countries (see Chapter 21).
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The success of nationalism is evident in a modern map of Europe. Most
states in Europe are organizedas nation-states in which one culture is dominant.
For example, most people in Poland identify as culturally Polish. Further, most
people whoare culturally Polish live in Poland. A few countries are not nation-
states. For example, Belgium is divided between French-speaking Walloons
and Dutch-speaking Flemish.
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The Growth of Government

Industrialization and the rise of new social classes required new forms of

government. People in both the middle and working classes soughtto influence

government through public opinion and mass political parties. Generally,

conservative parties favored authoritarian governments, while more liberal

parties favored increased suffrage and popularly elected governments. Labor

unions becamepolitically active as workers joined socialist parties or formed

their own laborparties.

Urbanization and industrialization created complex social issues,

requiring governments to expand their powers and increase the size of their

bureaucracies. In addition,the rise of nationalism made governments aware of

the needto secure their borders and maintain their laws,all leading to a stronger

governmentpresencein the lives of ordinary people. In Britain, liberals led

social reform; while in continental countries such as France, socialists played

a greater role in pushing governmentsto institute new policies and reforms.

As governments grew,the rights of women and minorities became social

issues. Women began to demandthe right to vote. Jews, the largest religious

minority in Europe, acquired new rights but also faced growing hostility and

intolerance from nationalist movements.

Liberalism and Reform in Britain

In Britain, the government promoted several liberal reforms that helped

averagecitizens and increasedtheir sense of national loyalty. Faced with the

threat of worker revolts and increasing unrest, the British Parliament became

increasingly involved in the day-to-day lives of its citizens. Further, by

increasing voting rights, the government gave a wider range of citizens the

sense that they had a voice in social policies.

Improving the Public Sector Several reforms addressed infrastructure,

housing, public health and education. Reforms were especially crucial in

overcrowded and unsanitary urban areas. Edwin Chadwick, a follower of

utilitarian Jeremy Bentham, led manyefforts to reform the Poor Laws. These

laws jailed people simply for being unemployed. He also helped establish

public health standards.In particular, his reporttitled “Sanitary Conditions of

the Labouring Population of Great Britain,” published in 1842, wasinfluential.

It was a landmark in the development ofpublic support for the idea that the

governmentin an industrial society should protect the health ofits citizens.

Between 1848 and 1913, Parliament enacted a series of reforms that

improvedlife for the working class. Reforms helped increase loyalty to the

government and decrease the possibility of armed class struggle. Between

1880 and 1896,real wages (wages adjustedto inflation, or the relative amount

of goods and services they could purchase) rose approximately 45 percent.

Reformsalso gavethe British Liberal Party a boost overthe rival Conservative

Party. In 1906, the Liberal Party won a majority of seats in Parliament, mostly

as a result of support from working class voters.
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1833 Abolition of slavery in the British Empire

1848 Public Health Act passe in response to cholera epidemic, paving the |
way for clean water and sewage control

1850 Public Libraries Act establishesfree public libraries

1855 Work begins on Londor'sinfrastructure for a subway

1863 World's first undergroundrail line opens in London |

1870 Education Act establishes free elementary schools for all children |

1889 Employment of children under 10 is outlawed |
 

1890-1892 Slumscleared for new housing in cities and towns
 

 

1908 National old age pensions introduced

1913 Sickness, maternity, and unemployment compensation benefits
introduced   
 

Philanthropy and Social Reform In addition to governmentinitiatives.
private philanthropies, or charities, also addressed poverty and inequality.
Many reformers were inspired by their religious faith. For example, some
Christians joined the social gospel movement. Rather than focusing directly
on individual salvation, they focused on improving social conditions. They
believed that feeding the hungry, improving housing for the poor, and
organizing labor unions would enable people to become devout Christians.

Often, educated middle-class women spearheaded these efforts. In 1869
Josephine Butler began her work on behalf ofwomen andgirls who had been
forced into prostitution. Butler established industrial schools to give females
vocational skills and campaigned against human trafficking through which
womenand girls were soldinto sexualslavery.

Womenalso helped lead the temperance movement, an organized attempt
to ban the sale and consumption ofalcoholic beverages. Though the movement
neverachievedits aims,it did succeed in placing taxes onthesale ofliquor.

Other social reforms supported by womenincluded the Sunday School
Movement, founded in 1795, which provided basic education for working
class children. By 1850 more than 2 million children were enrolled in weekly
Sunday Schoolclasses, most ofwhich were taught by women.

Women’s Suffrage in Britain As women became more involved in
reform, they began to question their own status. In 1850, a group ofBritish
women led by Barbara Smith Bodichon began to meet to discuss women’s
rights. Eventually known as “the Ladies of Langdon Place,” they called for
women’s suffrage and also for married womento havetheright to control their
ownproperty. In 1856, Bodichon gathered 26,000 signatures on petition for
women’s property rights. A yearlater, in 1857, Parliament passed the Married
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Women’s Property Act, which enabled married womento control their own

property. In 1869, Bodichon helped Emily Davis found Girton College,

Cambridge,thefirst institution to offer higher education to women in Britain.

In the early 20th century, a strong women’s suffrage emerged in Britain,

picking up onthe ideas ofFlora Tristan. In 1903, Emmeline Pankhurst and

her daughters Christabel, Adela, and Sybil formed the Women’s Social and

Political Union (WSPU) to promote women’s suffrage. The Pankhursts went

far beyond writing petitions. They organized hugerallies. In June 1908, nearly

500,000 women assembled in London’s Hyde Park to demandthe vote.

The Hyde Park demonstrators were physically attacked, harassed by

police, and even arrested. In prison, the suffragists went on hungerstrikes

to protest their treatment. The wardens then fed them by force, a violent and

degrading process intended to punish the womenfortheir disobediencerather

than nourish them. Emmeline Pankhurst herself was arrested at least eight

times during her campaign for the vote.

While her militancy alienated someallies, Pankhurst forced the Liberal

Party to take women’s suffrage seriously andincludeit in their party platform.

In 1918, Parliament passed an act allowing all men overthe age of 21 andall

womenoverthe age of30to vote. In 1928, the act was amended to allow every

citizen over21 to vote, making voting a universalrightforall adults in Britain.

Suffrage supporters in
Great Britain drew attention
to their cause by getting
arrested.

 

Credit: Getty Images
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT WAS GOVERNMENT’S ROLE
IN CAPITALISM?

While elements of capitalism existed long before Adam Smith, he is often
viewedasthefirst thinker to argue for capitalism as a systemoforganizing the
entire economy.Likethe philosophes ofhis time, Smith’s goal wasto protect
the public good. With this goal, he criticized governments for regulating
trade too strictly. However, he also feared that an economy with no effective
government would harm the public. So, he did not opposeall government
intervention in the economy. As capitalism developed, governmentoften
played an important economic role, Historians have disagreed on the
relationship between governmentand economic growth.

The Need for Bureaucracy Bythe early 20th century, governments in Europe
and the United States were beginning to regulate businesses moreclosely and
to provide moreassistanceto the poor, elderly, and unemployed. In Economy
andSociety (1922), sociologist Max Weber argued that as modern capitalism
became more complex, society relied on an efficient and professional
bureaucracy to makerational choices. Whether the growth of a bureaucracy
was something Smith would have supported or not, Weberarguedthatit was
what actually happened.

Why Capitalism Developed Slowly For most of the late 20% century, the
main rival to capitalism was communism. By the end of the century, almost
all communist countries had abandonedthat ideology and adopted some form
ofcapitalism. The success ofcapitalism raised the question of why the system
took so long to emerge. In Capitalismthrough the Ages: A Grand Tour(2011),
historians Larry NealandJeffrey J. Williamson

invited historians to share their answers. To Neal, the answerinvolvedthe time
necessary to coordinate respect forprivate property rights, establish enforceable
contracts, maintain markets responsive to prices, and have a supportive
government. These wereall activities that Smith supported,but they took many
decadesor centuries to develop.

Neal and Williamson claimed that prior to the 17th century, societies might
put some of these elements into place, but corrupt or inept governments
made investment too risky to be worthwhile. Only after the 17th century
did governmentintervention support economic growth. For example, both
Alexander Hamilton’s investment in infrastructure in the United States
and Prussia’s investment in universal primary education represented such
intervention. To explain why not every nation became capitalist and why
not all who tried succeeded, Neal and Williamson looked beyond the West.
They claimed that the early capitalist societies relied on the resources and
markets of the not-yetindustrialized nations. Asa result, they corrupted those
governments and exploited their resources, making it impossible for those
economies to develop.
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KEY TERMS BY THEME

Civic Ideals

politics

liberalism

John Locke

popular sovereignty

petition

People’s Charter

universal suffrage

enlightened self-interest

Jeremy Bentham

utilitarianism

John Stuart Mill

socialliberty

conservatism

Edmund Burke

limited monarchy

natural order

Joseph de Maistre

temperance movement

Barbara Smith Bodichon

Emmeline Pankhurst

Women's Social and
Political Union

 

Economics

socialism

meansof production

Henri Saint-Simon

utopian socialism

Charles Fourier

Robert Owen

intentional communities

historical determinism

proletariat

class-consciousness

bourgeoisie

communism

Clara Zetkin

Marxism

Rosa Luxemburg

anarchism

Mikhail Bakunin

Georges Sorel

syndicalism

Governance

Great Reform Actof
1832
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Anti-Corn Law League

Chartism

Klemens von Metternich

Congressof Vienna

Concert of Europe

Ottoman Empire

Flora Tristan

Identity

nationalism

Brothers Grimm

Giuseppe Mazzini

Edwin Chadwick

philanthropies

Josephine Butler

Sunday School
Movement

Zionism

Theodore Herzl

This statue of Jacob
and Wilhelm Grimm
waserected 1896 in
the city of Hanau to
honortwoof the people
who promoted German

cultural nationalism.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the passage below.

“The Governments, having lost their balance, are frightened, intimidated,
and thrown into confusion by the cries of the intermediary class ofsociety,
which, placed between the Kings and their subjects, breaks the scepter of
the monarch, and usurps the cry of the people—the class so often disowned
by the people, and nevertheless too much listened to, caressed and feared by
those who could with one word reduceit again to nothingness.

Wesee this intermediary class abandonitselfwith a blindfury and animosity...
to all the means which seem properto assuageits thirst for power, applying
itself to the task of persuading Kingsthattheir rights are confined to sitting
upon a throne, while those of the people are to govern,andto attack all that
centuries have bequeathed as holy and worthy of man’s respect—denying,
in fact, the value of the past, and declaring themselves the masters of the
future... [This class] takes possession of the press, and employsit to promote
impiety, disobedienceto the lawsofreligion and the State, and goes so far as
to preach murderas a duty for those whodesire what is good.”

Klemens von Metternich, Letter to Tsar AlexanderI of

Russia, 1820

1. Thepolitical conditions described by Metternich were largely the result
of which ofthe following developments?

a) The abolition of serfdom in Russia

b) Thedissolution of the Austrian Empire

Cc) The French and Industrial Revolutions

d) The spread of Marxism among the Russian working class

2. Based on the context in which the passage was written, which group
did Metternich believe posed the largest threat to the political order in
1820?

a) Liberals

b) Peasants

ce) Factory workers

d) Anarchists

3. Which statementbest describes how the views of most 19th-century
leaders differed from those of Metternich?

a) They becameless responsive to public opinion.

b) They were moreinclined to use violence againstpolitical opponents.

ec) They had fewer concerns about domestic unrest.

d) They were morelikely to agree to political reforms.
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Questions 4—6refer to the passages below.

“In other nations humanity comes after nationality. Among the Slavs

nationality comes after humanity. Scattered Slavs,let us be a unified whole,

and no longer mere fragments. Let us be all or nothing. Whoare you, a

Russian? Andyou, a Serb? And you, a Czech? And you,a Pole? Mychildren,

seek unity! Say: Iam a Slav!”

Jan Kollar, Slovak poet and early advocate of

Pan-Slavism, 1829

“The dangerthat Austria has to face is the diversity of language and race in

the empire. OurSlavicnationalities are likely at a moment of dangerous crisis

to develop pro-Russian tendencies.”

CountFriedrich Ferdinand von Beust, Austrian foreign
minister and imperial chancellor, 1887

4. The ideas expressed by Kollar mostclearly show the influence of which

of the following?

a) Romantic nationalism

b) Marxist socialism

e) Social Darwinism

d) Anti-Semitism

5. The danger facing Austria described by von Beust was part ofa larger

trend that also was a danger for which state?

a) Great Britain

b) Turkey

©) Germany

d) Italy

6. The unification of several groups of Slavsinto the single state of

Yugoslavia would have been supported by

a) both Kollär and von Beust

b) neither Kollär nor von Beust

e) only Kollar

d) only von Beust
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Questions 7-8 refer to the following passage.

¢ “The purposeofestablishing censorship is to give useful, or at least
harmless, for the good of the Fatherland, worksofliterature, sciences
and arts, when publishing them throughbookprinting, engraving and
lithography.

> From this it followsthat all books, essays, words, geographic and
topographical maps, drawings, plans, paintings,portraits and musical
notes published inside the State are subject to the Censorship.

° The duty of the Censorship in reviewingall these works is to protect
the Shrine, the Throne, the authorities, the laws of the Fatherland, the
customs andhonor ofthe people . . . from everyone, not only malicious
and criminal, but also unintentional assassination...

° The Chief Directorate of the Censorship is entrusted to the Minister of
National Enlightenment.

> To help him in resolving the most important Censorship cases, and the
top managementof the Censors, the Supreme Censorship Committee is
established.”

Russian Tsar Nicholas I, Charter of Censorship, 1826

7. The Charter of Censorship represents which important aspect of post-
Napoleonic Europe?

a) Nationalism

b) Conservatism

c) Romanticism

d) Revolution

8. Whichleader or thinker would mostlikely have agreed with the ideas
expressed by Nicholas I?

a) John Stuart Mill

b) Prince Klemens von Metternich

©) Karl Marx

d) Emmeline Pankhurst
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

The foundations of modern socialist thought werelaid during thefirst half of

the 19th century in the writing ofa numberofthinkers, chiefly French,British,

and German, who attempted in their various ways to show how radical

improvementin the condition ofthe working classes could be broughtabout....

It became a commonpractice, at this time, to mock the efforts of these

early pioneers and dismiss them as expressions of a naive utopianism. . . .

The designation of ‘utopian’ has since entered into the conventional

vocabulary ofthe history ideas, and is now used withoutquestion.

Keith Taylor, The Political Ideas of

the Utopian Socialists, 1982

a) Explain ONE 19th-centuryliberal perspective that supports Taylor’s

argumentregarding the naiveté of Utopian Socialists.

b) Explain ONE 19th-century Marxist perspective that supports

Taylor’s argumentregarding the naiveté of Utopian Socialists.

e) Explain ONE 19th-century conservative perspective that supports

Taylor’s argumentregarding the naiveté of Utopian Socialists.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEpolitical eventor policy in the 19th century that was a

responseto a problem of industrialization.

b) Describe ONE event or policy used by womenin the 19th century to

respond to a problem of industrialization.

e) Describe ONEevent or policy used by nongovernmental reformers

in the 19th century in response to a problem of industrialization.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which the Industrial Revolution impacted the

political systems of Britain and France.

2. Evaluate the extent to which political thought and ideologies prior to

1815 were different from political thought and ideologies during the

period from 1815 to 1914.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

In one to three paragraphs, explain how the problems of industrialization

provoked ideological, governmental, and collective responses.
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